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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the real algebra generated by a pair A, B of n X n (complex) 
matrices consists entirely of normal matrices if and only if A, B,AB,A + B and A + AB 
are normal. 
Let A, B be n X n complex matrices, and let &? be the algebra generated 
over the real numbers .R by A, B, A*, B*. Since, for a complex matrix X, XX* 
is nilpotent if and only if X=0, @ has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. Hence @ 
is semisimple, so & is a direct sum of full matrix algebras over R, @ and H 
(the algebra of real quaternions). If & is normal (i.e., each element of @ is a 
normal matrix), then & has no nonzero nilpotent elements, so it is a direct 
sum of copies of R, @, H. In this note, we obtain a necessary and sufficient 
condition on A, B for & to be normal. 
THEOREM. Let A, B be cmplex n X n matrices. Then the algebra @ 
generated by A, B over Iw consists entirely of normal matrices if (and only if) 
A,B,A+B,ABandA+ABaremrmal. 
Proof. We first recall that if X is a normal matrix, then X* is a real 
polynomial in X. To see this, note that since X is unitarily similar to a 
diagonal matrix, it is sufficient to show that if hi,. . . ,A, are complex 
numbers, there exists a real polynomi@ f(x) with f(X,) = xi (i = 1,2,. . . , n). If 
n = 1, we may take f(x) = - x+(X, +A,). Using induction, we may assume 
that there exists a real polynomial fi(x) such that fi(h) = & (i E 1,2,. . . , n - 1). 
We may also assume that h, is distinct from A,, A,, . . . ,&_ i,h,_ I [otherwise 
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f(x) =fr(x) works]. Consider the simultaneous congruences (in W[x]) 
f(x)= -x+(&,+&,)modm,(r), 
where ml(x)=(x-X,)(x-X,)...(x-~_,)(x-~_,), mz(x)=(x-&,)(x--L). 
Since h.c.f.(m,(x),mz(x)) = 1, the Chinese remainder theorem guarantees a 
(real) solution. [A proof independent of the Chinese remainder theorem may 
be obtained by observing that the diagonal matrix 
(& real, all diagonal t en ries distinct) is unitarily similar to the real normal 
matrix 
1 L+L @... @_ I $L-L) 1 2 -i(LL) (L+L) ’ 
and now the fact that V* = VT commutes with V and that V is nonderoga- 
tory implies that V* is a real polynomial in V, so D is a real polynomial in D. 
So there exists a real polynomial f(z) such that f(h) = r;i (i = 1,2,. . . ,m) as 
required. Another proof similar in spirit to this has been suggested by my 
colleague F. J. Gaines.] 
Assume now that A, B, A + B, AB, A + AB are normal. Then 6!! contains 
A*,B*. Let C=[A*,B] (where [X, Y]= XY- YX, as usual). Expanding [A+ 
B,A*+B*]=O and using [A,A*]=[B,B*]=O yields [A*,B]=[A,B*], i.e., 
C* = - C. Expanding [A + AB,A* + (AB)*] = 0 and using [AB, (AB)*] = 0 
yields [A*,AB] = [A, (AB)‘], implying AC= CA*. Since A is normal, we may 
assume A is diagonal without altering any of our hypotheses. Say 
r A,Z, 0 0 0 
0 A,& 0 0 
A = 
0 0 .*. 0 ’ 
0 0 0’ x,1, 
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where Al,...,% are distinct, 4 is the identity matrix of an appropriate size, 
and the & are arranged so that if & =+ for some j#i, then i = i - 1 or 
i = i + 1 (i.e., complex conjugate eigenvalues occur consecutively). Let 
be a blocking of C compatible with the blocking of A. 
Since AC = CA *, we have 
=o. 
Let 
be a blocking of B compatible with the blocking of A. Since C= [A*, B], 
(r;, -&)B,, . . * (r;,-X)B,, - 
c= 
(&B,, 0 ... Or 
(ii -‘&)Brl b . -. b T 
B 
Suppose first that & =q implies i = i. Then C,, = 0 for a#b, and thus 
a~ = 0 (a f b). Hence A, B commute and the theorem holds. 
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Assume then that for some i #j, 4 = 4. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that i = 1, j = 2. Hence C,, = C, =0, CIj _= Gil -0 ( j > 2) (since 
X, =x, implies s =2), and Czi = C+,=O ( I# 1) (since h,=X, implies h, =X1, 
and t= 1). Hence 
B & 11 
B= B,, I I B, ’ , 0 4 
Using induction, we may assume that 
From C=[A*,B] we get B,,= - B$. Thus 
The normality of B implies that B,,,B, are normal and 
- B,,B,, + W% = BP,, - hJ%,. (*) 
Next, AB is normal, and this gives 
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Since h,#Jii, we now get, using (*), 
- B,,B,‘2 + B,,B& = 0, 
Z3;,Z?i2 - Z-&B,, = 0. (**) 
so 
BB* = w% + B,,B$ 0 
0 1 BLB,, + BP‘?B& . 
Clearly [A, BB*] =O. Also [B, BB*] =0 since B is normal. Hence BB* E 
z(a). using (**), I is easy to check that every real linear combination of 
Z,A,B,AB, BA is normal. Let %!I be the real algebra generated by A +A*,B 
+B*,AA*,BB*,(A-A*)(B-B*)+(B-B*)(A-A*). Note that ‘?I consists 
of Hermitin matrices and that 3 C Z(a). Hence the elements of ‘% are 
simultaneously unitary similar to real diagonal matrices, so we may assume 
they have this form. If % contains a nonscalar matrix X, then the equations 
AX = XA, BX = XB imply that A, B have the block diagonal form 
respectively, and the pairs A,,B,, A,,B, inherit the hypotheses on A, B. 
Hence, using induction on n, we may assume that 9 consists of (real) scalar 
matrices. But now using the fact that (A -A*)’ and (B - B*)2 are scalar, we 
see that either @ is commutative or @ is spanned as a ‘33 -module (and hence 
over W) by Z,A -A*, B- B*,(A -A*)(B- B*). Hence & consists of normal 
matrices and the theorem follows. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) If 
then A, B, A + B, A + AB are normal but AB is not normal. Similar examples 
can be constructed to show that the result of the theorem fails in general if 
any one of the hypotheses is omitted. 
(2) We note that the matrices in the standard complex representation of 
the quatemions H are all normal. 
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(3) By contrast with the Theorem, we note the relatively trivial fact that 
the complex algebra generated by a pair of normal matrices A,B is normal if 
and only if AB = BA. 
(4) Watters [2], and more recently the present author [l], have consid- 
ered the problem of obtaining conditions on a pair of normal matrices A,B 
which ensure that they are simultaneously unitarily quasidiagonalizable (i.e., 
there exist a natural number s and a unitary matrix U such that 
U-‘AU=A,@ .+. @A S) 
where Ai,& are &Xi& &=l or 2 (i=l,...,s). This paper shows that this is 
so if AB,A + B,A + AB are normal. 
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